the idea originally came from the writers themselves (Wada 2005, p. 600). All five were amongst the founding editors of the highbrow modernist journal Bungei jidai who came to call themselves shinkankankakuha, new sensationists. By 1927 they were feted by the media as the stars of the literary avant-garde, established enough not to need to write bread and butter work. It is curious why such bona fide modernists would be interested in the department store, especially since they advocated an almost mystical literary absolutism; an art for art's sake removed from pragmatic concerns.
1
T A itself provides some clues: there is Teppei's observation that the space of the department store is discursive (sanbunteki) and Iketani's reflexive comment that once you start writing about department stores, your brush suddenly starts moving in the manner of the department store (hyakkatenshiki ni ugokidasu) (Yokomitsu et al. 1927, p. 134, 137) .
A lot has been written about how in the first decades of the twentieth century cinema offered new perceptual relationships and how these affected literary narrative. But the department store was also a privileged space for the consumption of images, an important part of the mobile spectacle of modernity. In the years following the First World War and G K G and inside its department stores became a novel kind of urban play that encouraged new modes of perception and experience, new subject positions. Importantly, this was a form of flâneurie open to women. It emerged at a historical juncture that saw the entry of women into the public sphere, their newly found mobility challenging the s rigidly gendered divisions of public and private space. The office girls in Western clothes on their way to Marunouchi, the business centre of Tokyo; the café waitresses; the elegantly dressed middle-class wives out shopping were often the objects of a curious and appraising male gaze. But on the Ginza and in the department store, just as in the cinema, the women s gaze on men was also possible. T M D " is one of his first stories. He was critical of new sensationism because it refused the characters any psychological interiority and was preoccupied with surfaces I Sei J tream of consciousness and a total expansion of interiority (Sasaki 1995, p. 133) . All three stories appear neglected by scholarship. In the volumes of critical commentary on Tanizaki there is no in-T B F I " es are viewed as imitations of Joyce or just preludes to his more serious activities as a critic. In his study of Yokomitsu Riichi, Dennis Keene devotes only a couple of sentences to " F E the story shows the new sensationist style in a form so extreme as to read almost like a parody of it (Keene 1980, p. 166) .
The aim of this essay is to dislodge the stories from the oeuvre of each writer and stress commonalities instead of the differences and categorizations of literary history. My readings are not exhaustive; rather, I seek to recover a broader field of discourse and think about the relationships between literature, gender and visual consumer cultures at this particular historical moment. Apart from the setting, the stories share a radically experimental modernist form: rapid and discontinuous associations in the characters stream of consciousness, montage-like juxtapositions of fragments, shifts of narrative perspective.
They are also connected by their concern with looking: with a distracted look that slides across people, images and things for sale, but also with the drama of seeing and being seen, with the possibilities of interrupting and returning the gaze. The analysis traces how in the three stories the domain of vision becomes a place of struggle over subjectivity, how gender binaries are undermined and at least temporarily reversed.
The city as spectacular space
The 1923 earthquake and the subsequent reconstruction of Tokyo is a particularly charged moment in the transformation of the organic, historically motivated city of the shogun into a rationally planned modern metropolis dominated by the visual register. 2 The new street plan was much more centralized and the ratio of streets to total area was much higher. The widening of streets entailed the removal of rows of houses and inner alleys, despite the tenacious resistance of their residents (Jinnai 1995, p. 129) . Streets from eleven metres to forty-four metres wide were opened up across the shitamachi wards. The aim of the reorganization of these areas, which suffered most devastation, was not the rebuilding of living environments, but the reordering of ward boundaries and structures, in a departure from traditional spatial orders (Yoshimi 2008, p. 249) . Forces of urban decontextualization and specularization were also behind the gradual move of factories and other sites of production outside Tokyo.
The shift of urban play from Asakusa to Ginza after the earthquake again implied a different perceptual relationship to the city. Although Asakusa was richly visual, its traditional attractions and shows retained something embodied and tactile (Maeda 1980, pp. 265 266) .
Visuality coexisted with other forms of urban sensory experience. The mode of engagement remained communal and intersubjective; it was all about being amongst people and jostling in crowds. 3 Asakusa still retained its transgressive undertones, its association with outcasts and unlicensed prostitutes. Those who flocked there were often people working physical labour. Ginza, on the other hand, had always been the place where modernity was visualized, made possible to see. Even the fact that it was built on a grid is significant. After the earthquake, along with the boutiques selling luxury foreign goods, Ginza acquired the trendy cafés and the department stores, both attractive and absorbing sites for visual consumption. I younger visitors (Tipton 2013, 192 193 spectacles ... that best illustrated the ambiguity of the relationship of the subject to consumption and the tension between the state and massThe emporiums featured display cases and the items for sale had price tags: both were novelties.
Compared with the old specialized shops, they sold a dizzying variety of eclectic products.
The Echigoya dry goods store was the first to adopt such forms of display and sale. In 1904, it changed its name to Mitsukoshi and declared itself a department store. Others soon followed suit.
The department stores were much more visual than the old dry goods stores, where shop assistants brought in fabrics from the back of the shop for the customers, or even visited middle-class matrons in their homes: the stock was spread out to view, there were display cases and show windows. They were designed and built to be truly spectacular places, with atria, light wells, majestic columns and grand staircases. hence the impression that women dominated. Department store visitors were of similar social types to the people walking the Ginza: male and female college students and people in their twenties and thirties (Kon 1930, pp. 209 210) . Kon (1929, p. 71) provides an indirect explanation of this relatively even gender balance in another of his writings on Tokyo, Dai Tokyo annai (A Guide to Greater Tokyo): department stores were much more than shops; they had rooftop gardens, cafés, restaurants, lecture halls and exhibitions spaces.
The mode of sensory engagement on the Ginza was overwhelmingly visual, contrary to the more tactile, embodied experience of Asakusa. Kon and his researchers studied the way people looked at the spectacle of consumption. They distinguished between those who simply passed by the show windows, those who threw a glance sideways and kept walking and those who stopped and looked attentively at the displays and at the people inside. The last group, made up mostly of manual labourers and students, people without the means to shop in department stores, amounted to almost a tenth of all passers-by. Inside, the picture was similar: there were the people actively choosing things and shopping, their gaze alert and intent, but there were also those who were completely enraptured (mihoreteiru) by the things for sale (Kon 1930, p. 207) . Others just strolled aimlessly and looked mostly at the other visitors. But Kon was conscious that these types of visual experience could be very unstable and fluid: even people who entered the department store with the purpose of buying something specific, after their purchase drifted (bura bura suru) and looked distractedly (Kon 1930, p. 12, 207) . Importantly, Kon's typologies are not gendered; this is another crucial detail that subtly undermines all those discourses that figured woman solely as consumer.(I ) P their relationship with the commodities is described as seduction and loss of self-control (Zola 1991, p.93)). We can assume that men could be equally captivated by the aura of the commodity, or that women could also look disinterestedly. On th G pu , in the words of Miriam Hansen (1987, p. 194) , that Benjamin attributed to the flâneur, one of the most potent tropes for the experience of modernity.
Feminist visual theorists such as Ann Friedberg (1993) and Giuliana Bruno (1997) have argued that from the late nineteenth century onwards, new urban mobilities and cultures of consumption brought about gradual but profound changes to the visual regimes of modernity. Western modernity has always been associated with a way of seeing structured by linear perspective. The observer is an abstract disembodied entity, a static eye/I standing outside the scene. Things in the visual field can be measured and mapped. This mode of seeing defined the dominant regime of knowledge and the concepts that are central to
Western rationality: the oppositions of subject and object, mind and matter; the idea about the human mastery over nature. 6 But the new culture of exhibition halls, department stores and cinemas meant a new spatio-visuality; new relationships between urban perception and bodily motion (Bruno 1997, p. 11 ) . Instead of a fixed viewing position and a look marked with distance and power, there emerged what Friedberg ( representations). In the cinema, the spectator was still, but through various techniques the motion pictures encouraged her to align her gaze with that of the camera and the way it captured the moving urban culture. F iewing G B form (Bruno 1997, p. 11) . These commodified visual experiences were distracted and evanescent;
the gaze was becoming dispersed and fluid. Because the objectifying eye of Western science and painting had always been a male eye, these changes in the visual economy would have far-reaching effects on gender and subjectivity. The visual pleasures of Ginza were available to everyone, regardless of class and origin: from day labourers and factory workers to upper middle-class matrons and gents; from Tokyoites to visitors from the provinces. Kon and his associates catalogued meticulously clothes, accessories and manners, reading in them occupation and social status. They noted how well dressed and made up most people in the department stores were, as if they were going to the theatre (Kon 1930, p. 71) . A Y " (2008, pp. 253 266) has argued, this theatricality of seeing and being seen, of being both observer and observed, was the essence of the Ginza experience. The three stories chosen for this essay present distinct configurations of this theatricality: an actress subjecting men to an appraising gaze; men who direct an objectifying look at themselves in mirrors; a shop girl who sabotages the visual commodification of woman.
T B F
Tanizaki's story is an unsettling exploration of the dreamlike states induced by consumer spectacle and of the proximity of woman-as-fetish to the commodity. The protagonist Okada, a married middle-aged man, takes his young mistress Aguri for a stroll on the Ginza and later to the foreign boutiques in Yokohama. She looks at the rings in the show windows of Ginza, then in Yokohama tries on luxurious western-style undergarments. They need to be taken up, so the couple wander the streets of the foreign settlement for a while and then come back to the boutique. Not much happens in terms of plot. Aguri is trying on western underwear this image gives way to that of a mannequin: she loses her usual vivaciousness and shrinks under the gaze of the male shop assistant (p. 240).
In Freudian thought the fetish is a defence mechanism But what is also striking T story is that this logic of the fetish is associated with the spectacle of consumption. The things in the show windows are brightly lit up, but at the same time for Okada they possess a dark, mysterious lustre; a voluptuousness (p. 237). Aguri as a panther, she is still something between a pet and a wild animal: knowing well how to please her master, but still ferocious at times. It has to be stressed that it is always Okada who directs this theatre of exquisite cruelty. He is imagining her words and thoughts; her agency is his fantasy.
The scenario of visual control, however, is complicated by the fact that the fetishistic look that dwells on pa A or freezes her into static tableux belongs not to a disembodied eye, but to an embodied subject. Okada turns the same scrutinizing gaze towards his own emaciated physique. A friend they encounter by chance on the Ginza remarks in a worried tone that Okada has got even thinner and is not looking well. This comment plunges Okada into anxious thoughts about his wilting flesh. The verb yaseru (to grow thin, to lose weight) is repeated several times in different forms in the paragraph. It has become almost an obsession for Okada to look at himself in the mirror every day after his bath. The gaze he directs at his reflection is self-objectifying, almost anatomical: he subjects his body in the mirror to something like a medical examination (kensa) (p. 225):
When did his legs become so pathetically skinny? His ankles and knees had been soft and plump like rice buns, with cute dimples on them. For some time now his bones had been sticking out, their movements visible under the skin. . . . His buttocks had flattened out; when he sat on a hard surface it felt as if two wooden boards were knocked together. Until recently, it was not possible to make out his ribs, but now they were plainly visible under the transparent skin, a ghastly illustration of human bone structure. . . . His arms, two wooden sticks, did not look like human arms any more. They resembled two pencils dangling beside his torso (p. 226).
The male gaze in the story does not seem to be solely about mastery and phallic power.
Okada has moments when he longs to regress, to step down from Oedipalized subjectivity.
On the Ginza he feels fatigued and giddy; his tightly fitting western clothes, a signifier of his social status, suffocate him. He wants to cry; to ask Aguri to carry him on her back, the way Japanese mothers carry their babies. His own mother, long dead, appears in his hallucinations. In psychoanalytic terms O s retreat from the symbolic is emphasized by the crisis of narrative in the story. Motifs o (LaMarre 2005, p. 306 ) run through many of T In most of them, however, the self-integrity of the male gaze and subjectivity is not questioned; the masochist is in control. The significant T B F together with the fetishistic containment of woman, it also stages the disintegration of male subjectivity and that this disintegration happens whilst walking past the show windows of Ginza and along the boutique-lined streets of Yokohama.
T M D S
T s Aguri can be objectified and aligned with the commodity because she is denied a I I " s story, however, we have a female character who is an active Behind the facade there lies cynical exploitation of both the labour and the utopian desires of the masses, desires that the department store channels skilfully into image consumption but also radical politics. The sales girl appears to Kusano to be completely unaware of these. Unlike Kiriko she is not given a narrative voice. The sales girl is there simply to be looked at. She is very close to the commodities she sells, both physically and metonymically. Similarly to Okada in The Blue Flower , it is Kusano who endows the girl with some sort of inner life, with an imagination. He projects on her some mildly erotic fantasies: The sales girl is the ob K s more active subjectivity and gaze, a reminder that the reversals of the patriarchal economy of the look may be only limited and temporary.
Kusano dislikes the artificiality in the appearance and manner of the sales girl, but knows that many students visit department stores every day and buy the same cheap thing just so they can talk to the girls (p. 234). The media commentator Kitazawa Hidekazu who in 1926 wrote about the sales girls in the serious intellectual journal K also noted how attracted the young generation was to these girls, as opposed to café waitresses. Kitazawa insisted on calling them shoppu (rather than the plain Japanese uriko) because they were haikara, they had something Western about them. For Kitazawa the sales girls were a visual presence: the flowers of the metropolis, chosen by the managers for their beauty. It was their increasing numbers and visibility that made them a sensation. At the same time, he was confident that the relative independence they had and the freedom to move between the household and the public domain would bring a change to their ideas and attitudes. The sales girls were a social phenomenon, an entirely new moment in women s history (Kitazawa 1925).
Traditionally shop assistants had been men, so the sight of young women serving customers and handling money was itself a novelty. The girls used their charm to sell things, but they were more accessible than film actresses or dancers from Asakusa revues. Shop girls were trained to behave in a meek and caring manner, to conform to traditional femininity, but
were not confined to domesticity they inhabited the space of light-filled modern buildings (Tamari 2000, pp. 76 77). It was perhaps this ambiguity, this in-betweenness that made them objects of fantasy and projection: they were tinged with the allure of the commodity, but did not sell sex; they were both demure and modern; there was something glamorous about them, but they were also somehow attainable. She is a composite of them all:
S F E
Keiko will be the torso and Noriko the head. As for the shoulders, the arms and the legs, they move between the blankets and the desks on the seventh Marx, when a simple man-made object is connected with money, the universal form of exchange, its use value and the labour of the worker that has gone into it are obscured and instead the monetary value appears as inherent to it. When the product becomes a M , p. 163) to become only appearance. In the department store, this dynamic is even more heightened. Ordinary objects can be separated from the banality of the everyday when they are arranged in new juxtapositions, displayed in glass cases and lit up (Bowlby 1985, p. 2 she prevails by her words. It is the power of the voice that counters the domination of the visual K s fetishistic project. The new visual experiences of urban flâneuring around the Ginza and its department stores the look that was captivated by commodities; the absent-minded, disinterested gaze; the heightened awareness of seeing and being seen made possible subject positions different from those sanctioned by the state. T T I " subjectivity that could not be further away from the ideals of masculinity laid down by imperial ideology: less assured of its self-identity and mastery; no stranger to experiences of objectification that can even be pleasurable. The masochism of Okada and similar Tanizaki protagonists is fraught with contradictions, but it still represents a relinquishing of traditional patriarchal authority.
Conclusion
The spaces of urban spectacle provided possibilities for disruption of the gendered economy of vision. At the same time, conservative discourses moved in to reassert the beauty of being a wife and mother; as Elise Tipton writes (2007, p. 136) , the construction of the women visible in the public domain as either sexualized workers or passive consumers had begun.
What is remarkable about these three stories is that they project on the department store (and on visual consumer cultures in general) certain emancipatory possibilities, however limited. We get flashes of a female identity not associated with consumption or eroticized social interaction; glimpses of woman as an active spectator and subject, autonomous and even politically conscious.
Notes
1 See the collective editorial statement in the inaugural issue of Bungei jidai (October 1924) in Kawabata, Y., et al., (1973) . 2 On the complex politics of post-earthquake reconstruction see Schencking (2013) . 3 This argument is developed in Yoshimi (2008, pp. 253 266) . 4 The most notable studies of Japanese department stores are Hatsuda (1990) , Tamari (2000 Tamari ( , 2006 , Tipton (2012) , Yoshimi (1996) and Young (1999) . 5 In Capital, Marx writes that
The commodity form, and the value relation of the products of labour within which it appears, have absolutely no connection with the physical nature of the commodity and the material relations arising from this. It is nothing but a definite social relation between men themselves which assumes here, for them, the phantasmagoric form of a relation between things (Marx 1976, p. 165).
For Adorno (1981 6 Studies of modernity and visuality are too numerous to be exhaustively named here. My summary draws on Lowe (1982), Jay (1988) and Lamarre (2012) . 7 Page numbers in the text refer to Tanizaki (1981) . All translations from the Japanese are mine unless otherwise indicated. An English translation of the story has been published as A T I blaue Blume the metaphysical object of desire of German romanticism. It is an ironic, almost tongue-incheek choice for a story of very physical pleasures and pains. For Miyoshi (1991, p.31 
